High-resolution multichannel textures are difficult to characterize with simple statistics and the high level of detail makes the selection of a particular contour using classical gradient-based methods not effective. We have developed a hybrid method that combines fuzzy connectedness and Voronoi diagram classification for the segmentation of color and multichannel objects. The multi-step classification process relies on homogeneity measures derived from moment statistics and histogram information. These color features have been optimized to best combine individual channel information in the classification process. The segmentation initialization requires only a set of interior and exterior seed points, minimizing user intervention and the influence of the initialization on the overall quality of the results. The method was tested on volumes from the Visible Human and on brain multi-protocol MRI data sets. The hybrid segmentation produced robust, rapid and finely detailed contours with good visual accuracy. The addition of quantized statistics and color histogram distances as classification features improved the robustness of the method with regards to initialization when compared to our original implementation.
INTRODUCTION
There has been much effort in the past two decades for improving segmentation of multichannel images [1] [2] [3] . Because of the added complexity of dealing with vector-valued pixels, segmentation of multichannel data is not a completely well defined problem. With single-channel images, object regions are typically modeled as uniform intensity areas and pixel similarity can be measured using Euclidian distance to compare both spatial locations and gray level intensities. However, such approaches can usually not be applied directly to vector-valued pixels. We can identify two general approaches for the segmentation of multichannel images:
(1) The first approach consists of segmenting each channel independently and integrating different contours to get a single segmented object. ( 2) The second approach first integrates the vectorial information into a single-value representation of the data and then performs the segmentation on this representation. The first approach is more intuitive and can fully exploit any strong correlation that exists between individual channels in the edge integration process. On the other hand this method will be limited if edges are defined only as a combination of individual channel information as it is the case with multi-protocol MRI. This setback is analogous to a projection problem. Segmenting individual channel separately can be viewed as projecting the data along separate axis and processing the different projections separately. In this framework, the choice of the projection axis is crucial and the channels decomposition encoding the original data might not be the most appropriate one to use. Moreover the final process of integrating the individual segmented channels can be quite delicate and strongly influence the quality of the segmentation method. For these reasons, the second approach is more robust as it integrates the original vectorial information and not simply the binary edge information derived from individual channels. This paper presents a new hybrid method that falls in both categories, using homogeneity-based segmentation techniques for fuzzy segmentation and Voronoi diagram classification. These two methods individually fail to produce robust results for minimal initialization when tested independently but achieve great efficiency when combined together as presented earlier [4] . We present in this work new insights for the derivation of a more elaborate homogeneity measure that incorporates color statistics and color histograms in a vectorial fashion for robust segmentation of multi-dimensional data sets.
The general framework of the hybrid segmentation methods is as follows:
(1) A set of seed points are initialized defining the inside and outside regions for the object to segment. Statistics of the two regions are estimated at the seed point locations. The original volume is also quantized with uniform and non-uniform quantization methods described below. This color quantization provides a simplified representation of the vectorial data which is suitable for histogram computation. (2) A vectorial relative multiscale fuzzy connectedness classifier is applied to extract a good estimate of the object shape using the seed point locations and statistics. The output of this classification is a binary fuzzy mask. (3) The binary fuzzy mask is used for feature extraction from the original and quantized data for the object to segment. The features extracted include color statistics and quantized color histograms. (4) An iterative Voronoi diagram classification is performed combining the object features in a homogeneity measure. The output of the Voronoi diagram classification is a binary mask that includes all the objects corresponding to the color features defined by the homogeneity measure.
The general framework is illustrated in the flow chart below:
The types of multichannel medical images targeted in this paper include:
(1) Color cryogenic sections from the Visible Human data set. This data set consists of high resolution three dimensional cryogenic sections of a man and a woman cadaver. Segmentation of this data set requires revision of existing traditional methods to accommodate both the colored nature of the data and the unusual high level of spatial detail available [5, 6] . (2) Multi-protocol MRI volume of the brain. The data set contains T1-weighted and proton density (PD) MRI images registered for the entire brain of a patient. Tissue characterization via vectorial analysis and classification based using multi-protocol MRI has been investigated in recent works with relative success regarding the automation of the segmentation task [7] [8] [9] [10] . (3) Histological image of red blood cells within a capillary vessel. Segmentation of microscopic images is required for cell counting and classification. There is a crucial need to automate this task as the amount of data available and the targeted detail of analysis are exponentially growing in diverse biomedical engineering applications [11, 12] . We detail each component of the method in the following sections, present some results for the different data types and discuss the potentials of the hybrid segmentation method with a focus on possible improvements and new applications. 
INITIALIZATION
The segmentation is initialized with a set of seed points for computation of local statistics. The seed points are initialized manually on the first slice of the volume with about ten points defining the inside of the object to segment and another ten points for the outside. Local mean and variance statistics are then evaluated within individual channel and covariance statistics estimated between each channel. The covariance measure is only meaningful if the different channels are correlated which is the case for color data but is less meaningful for multi-protocol MRI data.
VECTORIAL RELATIVE MULTISCALE FUZZY CONNECTEDNESS
Fuzzy connectedness was initially introduced by Udupa [13] and has been successfully used for segmentation of multichannel images in several applications. Fuzzy connectedness is derived from a local vectorial measure called fuzzy affinity. The fuzzy affinity is a measure that assigns to every pair of nearby voxels a strength of local "hanging togetherness". The fuzzy affinity measure has two components called the homogeneity-based affinity and object-based affinity which are devised in a vectorial manner. A global fuzzy relation, called fuzzy connectedness, is then defined on the whole data domain by assigning to every pair of voxels a strength of global hanging togetherness. The strength of hanging togetherness between two voxels (i.e. their connectedness) is defined as the largest strength found over all paths connecting them.
In the multiscale implementation, a scale parameter is assigned to each voxel. This parameter corresponds to the radius of the largest ball centered at the voxel location, within which the vectorial values of all voxels are similar. The similarity measure is based on a maximum difference threshold that we set to 90% in our implementation. In the multiscale implementation, when determining the affinity between a pair of voxels, all points within a ball associated with both voxels are considered, making the algorithm more robust to noise as reported in [14] .
With relative fuzzy connectedness, an object is defined in an image considering the presence of other co-objects. All coobjects of importance present in an image compete together in the process of a voxel assignment as a member of one of them. In this competition process, each pair of voxels in the image has a strength defined relative to each object. The object for which the strength is highest claims the membership. The relative fuzzy connectedness implementation eliminates the need for a threshold to define a voxel membership to a particular object [15] . In this work, for the sake of simplicity, we only defined two objects in the data as the inside the outside of the organ to segment. However, there are no limitations on the number of objects defined in an image, allowing for synchronous segmentation of multiple objects.
EXTRACTION OF OBJECT FEATURE STATISTICS
Segmentation of the multichannel data is performed with an iterative classification process that tessellates the data domain with Voronoi diagrams and assigns to each Voronoi cell a label corresponding to exterior, interior and boundary cells, based on local homogeneity measures. This iterative scheme was initially described in detail by Chassery et al. [16] , applied to gray scale microscopic data in [17] and was extended for segmentation of 2D color images by Imielinska et al. [4, 5, 18] . In the initial implementation of the hybrid method, only the mean and variance color statistics of the RGB and HSV channels were included in the homogeneity measure.
In this work, we have added new statistics to characterize object color features in terms of texture not limited to color images. To better characterize object texture, we have included color histogram distances in the homogeneity measure. In order to reduce computational complexity and obtain color features with good discrimination power, the original channels are quantized prior to histogram computation. The purpose of channel quantization is to reduce the number of existing colors by aggregating similar colors into a single value. With gray scale images, color similarity is measured with Euclidian distance. Unfortunately, the Euclidian distance as a similarity measure is delicate to extend in n-D when working with vectorial representation with strongly correlated channels (as the RGB representation of color images) since close points in the n-D color space are not necessarily similar in appearance and do not necessarily correspond to similar tissue type.
To address this issue we tested two quantization algorithms and evaluated their performance depending on the space selected for representing the data. These quantization algorithms were:
(1) Uniform quantization: For each channel, the number of desired color bins is pre-defined, and quantized colors are assigned, equally spaced into a preset number of bins and spanning the original range of values. Within each channel, colors are then linearly mapped to the closest quantized color value. (2) Non-uniform quantization. The non-uniform quantization method used in this work was introduced by Scharcanski [19] . The strategy of this non-uniform quantization method is to preserve the most occurring n-D colors and assign all colors inside a sphere of a preset radius around these predominant colors to the center value. The radius of the sphere is set to accommodate the targeted compression ratio. This radius defines the number of n-D colors that encode the final quantized volume but does not control the number of colors in individual channels. We illustrate in Figure 1 below the different quantization results detained with the two methods for a VH color slice. The original data is coded on 24 bits (8 bits per channel). We applied the quantization in both the RGB domain and after transformation in Hue, Saturation, and Value (HSV) representation. The HSV domain provides an uncorrelated representation of the RGB color space. In cylindrical coordinates, the H parameter is encoded as the angle around the axis and sets the tone of the color, the S parameter is encoded as the distance from the axis and the V parameter is encoded along the long axis and varies between 0 (blackness) and 1 (whiteness).
For the uniform quantization, the number of color bins was set to [4, 4, 4] in RGB channels and [18, 3, 3] in HSV channels as in [20] . For the non-uniform quantization, a representation with 64 colors was targeted for both domains. Because the non-uniform method iteratively aggregates together similar colors, the number of colors obtained at the end of the quantization is usually smaller than the targeted one for images with large homogeneous objects. In the example displayed in Figure 1 the final color maps contained 25 colors for the RGB uniform method, 12 colors for the RGB nonuniform color, 35 colors for the uniform HSV method and 20 for the non-uniform HSV method. We observe in Figure 1 better performance of the non-uniform method to enhance homogeneous regions with a smaller color map. On the other hand, quantization in the HSV domain is very efficient at aggregating colors that correspond to similar texture. These results suggest that high quality quantization can be obtained with non-uniform quantization in the RGB domain or uniform quantization in the HSV domain. This result suggests that uniform quantization is appropriate for representation into non-correlated channels while non-uniform quantization is well suited at enhancing homogeneous areas with high-resolution color representation. Since the two quantization methods produced images with different properties in terms of enhancement of homogenous areas and preservation of original color aspect, we chose to combine them in the homogeneity measure used by the Voronoi classifier.
After quantization, one-dimensional histograms were computed for the object area defined by the fuzzy mask. Since one histogram is computed for each channel, we extract six histograms in total using the two quantization methods described above.
VORONOI DIAGRAM CLASSIFICATION
Voronoi diagram tessellation provides a topological division of the space based on nearest neighbor property. In 2D, the Voronoi diagram (VD) for a set V of points is a partition of the Euclidean plane into Voronoi regions of points closer to one point of V than to any other seed point [21] . 
, i d x p represents the euclidian distance between points x and i p in N dimensions. Two Voronoi regions are adjacent if they share a Voronoi edge. The Delaunay triangulation (DT), of V is a dual graph of the Voronoi diagram of V, obtained by joining two points whose Voronoi regions are adjacent. An illustration of a Voronoi diagram tessellation and Delaunay triangulation for a given set of points V is provided in Figure 2 below.
The iterative classification process defines Voronoi regions as interior or exterior based on the value of some homogeneity measures evaluated inside the Voronoi region as detailed in [22] . At each step, exterior regions with at least one interior region as a neighbor are labeled boundary regions and split into smaller cells for further classification. This process is iterated until all boundary regions become sufficiently small, based on a preset size threshold. At the end of the iterative process, a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation is constructed connecting the seed points of the adjacent boundary regions. This graph defines the final outline of the object to segment. The definition of the homogeneity measure used by the Voronoi diagram classifier is crucial for the quality of the final segmentation and it has been identified through our previous work as a limiting factor of the hybrid segmentation method [18] . Initial results indicated the efficacy of this method but also suggested that more experiments needed to be carried out to identify classification statistics suited for a wider variety of anatomical structures incorporating more rigorous mathematical descriptions of its textural and structural features. For this reason we tested in this work a new homogeneity measure derived from individual channel statistics and histogram distances. The homogeneity measure is defined as the sum of nine individual distances defined for each channel i as follows: For histogram distances, the choice of both the distance and the threshold is quite delicate and has been the focus of active research and discussion in the field of color image indexing [20, [23] [24] [25] [26] . The main challenge in using histogram distances as a similarity measure relies in the fact that (1) small differences can be amplified and (2) distance value doesn't reflect the degree of perceptual difference between two images. Color quantization will minimize these effects.
To further control the range of distances measured in the homogeneity function, we normalized the histograms to 1, so that the maximum value of the distance between any two is equal to 2. As the order of the norm r L increases, distances between histogram bins will decrease since we are working with numbers smaller than one. This means that small differences are less amplified at the cost of less discriminatory power. As the number of bins in the histogram increase, the distance value at each bin decreases, as you represent the same object with more colors. The rate of decrease of the distance with the number N of bins in the histogram is of the order of r N where r is the norm order. These observations motivated the choice of the following threshold for the histogram distance with a r L norm:
where τ is an error threshold that we set between 10% and 40% in our implementation. With high quantization rates as applied here, we observed that the 2 L norm was an adequate choice with satisfactory selectivity. The global threshold value T was set to the total number of tests such that all of them were verified for a cell to be classified as interior.
TESTING ON MULTICHANNEL DATA
We present in this section results for the following multichannel data:
(1) Multi-modality MRI of a brain including T1-weighted and positron density (PD) images, (2) Cryogenic sections from the Visible Human data set including the maxilla and the mandible bones, (3) Cryogenic sections from the Visible Human data set including adipose fat tissue, (4) Histological image of red blood cells within a capillary.
For the quantization of color data sets, we decided to include both a fine color-preserving quantization performed in the RGB domain with the non-uniform method and a uniform quantization performed in the HSV domain. Quantization was performed in the RGB color space into 64 colors (2 bits per channel) and in the HSV domain into [ ]
18,3,3 bins for the
Hue, Saturation and Value dimensions. Following a similar approach as in [20] we divide the Hue circle into 18 bins at 20 ! steps which leads to an efficient coding of the three primary colors and their three complementary colors on three sub-divisions each. Saturation and value are coded on three bins each to achieve a good selectivity in visual perception. For the MRI data, the two channels corresponding to T2-weighted and PD are not strongly correlated since these two protocols enhance different tissue types within the brain. Moreover, the T2 channel has a very low contrast between the white and gray matter. For these two reasons, the uniform quantization method performed poorly at enhancing the different tissues corresponding to the gray matter, the white matter, and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). We therefore only applied non-uniform quantization in the original domain with 4 bits per channel. Quantization results for the five types of data are illustrated in Figure 3 below. The purpose of the color quantization is to provide histograms that can characterize the color distribution for the object to segment in a simplified manner. As can be observed in Figure 3 , the two quantization methods provided results with variable selectivity, both enhancing different features for the targeted objects.
Regarding the fuzzy connectedness, we observe in the examples displayed in Figure 4 below that the method, applied in a simplified manner with a two-object setting, provides a partial segmentation of the object of interest with fine contour details. The binary masks derived from the fuzzy connectedness classification defined the sub-volume used for the estimation of the color features of the object to segment. The color features included:
The global mean value and standard deviation of the object colors in the original and the quantized volumes, (2) The object color histograms for each channel of the quantized volumes. The color and histogram information is incorporated into the homogeneity measure using percentage error and 2 L norm distances between histograms. We illustrate in Figure 5 , below, for the maxilla bone example, the characteristics of the color histogram components and the corresponding distance terms in the homogeneity function. The Voronoi classification algorithm was run until the neighbor cells contained less than ten pixels and a binary mask of the interior cell was extracted. Results of the Voronoi diagram classification are displayed in Figure 6 below, where the final binary mask is overlaid with the original data to better appreciate the quality of the segmentation for the specific targeted tissues. For the five examples presented here, the hybrid segmentation method was observed to be very efficient at extracting the contours of the organs of interest with fine details. The diversity of image type and tissue appearance presented in this series of tests shows the potential of the hybrid method to handle:
(1) Objects with multiple parts such as the white matter, the ref blood cells and the maxilla bone, (2) Objects with complex shapes such as the white matter, (3) Objects with fuzzy boundaries such as the jaw bones, (4) Objects with complex textures such as the fat tissue and the red blood cells.
DISCUSSION
The hybrid method combined vectorial information in a hierarchical manner letting the individual channels to either fuse or compete for the characterization of the object to segment. Examples presented in the Results Section showed the diversity of segmentation tasks that this type of hybrid algorithm can handle within a simple common framework. The fuzzy connectedness component was able to provide very accurate but fragmented maps of the object to segment. However, from these maps, precise statistics and histogram could then be extracted to characterize the texture of each object in vectorial dimension. The final segmentation was obtained with a Voronoi classification based on a new homogeneity function that incorporates the textural features to combine individual channel information. The Voronoi tessellation allowed for multi-part segmentation, as illustrated in each of the five examples and relied only on the definition of an interior, letting the outside be anything that does not correspond to the interior definition. The Voronoi tessellation offered a very flexible partitioning of the space into local neighbor segments whose size depends on the local homogeneity of the data. As the classification process evolves from a global to a local segmentation of the space, only areas that include part of the organ to segment are further processed in the next iteration. This property reduces the complexity of the algorithm while refining the localization of edges inside smaller neighbor Voronoi cells. The adaptive topology of the cell performs a portioning of the space into small elements that can handle any complex curvatures along the organ contours without global constraints as with deformable model. Furthermore, the iterative splitting of neighbor cells let the classification process propagates within adjacent cells and correct for initial misclassification of some large Voronoi cells by smaller ones. As this work presents preliminary results, further testing will be carried out to provide quantitative validation of the method. Future clinical applications of this method will address the challenging segmentation task of fat tissue from multi-protocol MRI images for quantitative analysis of body composition. Further refinement of the method will focus on incorporating edge information in the homogeneity function using n-D vectorial gradient operators as presented by Cumani in [27] . Another direction for improving the method will also experiment with statistics derived from additional analysis domains such as time-frequency and wavelet expansions for better texture characterization.
CONCLUSION
We have presented in this paper new insights for the segmentation of multichannel medical images with a hybrid method that combines fuzzy connectedness and Voronoi diagram classification. The hybrid method offers more robustness than simple boundary or region-based algorithms for the segmentation of high-resolution multichannel medical images. The field of application of segmentation methods for vectorial medical images is becoming very broad with the introduction of multi-protocol patient screening [8, 9, 28, 29] , the evolving field of multispectral and optical imaging, the need for automated processing tool for microscopic data in cellular and genetic research and the advancements in endoscopic screening. We can also mention the original work of Muraki et al. [30, 31] in coloring multichannel data using Visible Human color textures mapped to multi-protocol MRI brain data.
The components of the software were implemented with itk libraries, a freeware Segmentation and Registration Toolkit developed by the Insight Consortium (http://www.itk.org).
